Poet predicts collapse of Iran govt

By Elaine Douglas

The government of Iran may soon collapse or become, like apartheid South Africa, a police state, if Iran's president, Hasheminejad, continues to resist violations of human rights, according to a recent analysis by the New York Times. The government has repeatedly arrested protesters, including student leaders, and closed universities and other institutions.

Meanwhile, the phone company keeps growing. "I don't think there are any real limits on how big it can get," said one Bell System person who was saying the other day. "Actually, when you've worked here awhile, you look at things differently. I mean, sometimes you even think it's small." — N.R. Kleinfield

The Tech apologizes for its front-page layout of the Tuesday, April 25, issue. No insult to any member of the MIT community was intended by the placement of the picture.
Now comes Miller time.
Iranian government unstable

(continued from page 1)

The number of political prisoners in Iran is not known, though many sources refer to 100,000 prisoners. The peace of the 1970s, said Professor Noam Chomsky, has called Iran one of the world's worst violators of human rights because of the prevalence of torture in that country.

"Torture frequently leads to false confessions," Lefevre-Venot said, "and the SAVAK has gotten a number of people to appear on TV to recant the described one such individual who experienced a mental breakdown as a confessions on television.

Professor Noam Chomsky, the noted linguist, told the audience that, "It is wrong to say there is no correlation between the state of human rights in a given country and the amount of US aid and support," he said. An article in the July/August 1977 issue of Monthly Review, co-authored by Chomsky, looked, he said, "at a number of Third World countries, including Iran, with which the US has close relations. We looked at significant dates in the recent history of each country, and asked how the events of those dates affected human rights and US aid.

"We found," he said, "that as human rights deteriorated - as torture and repression increased, as standards of living dropped, as unions were destroyed, and as government death squads became active - US aid increased. This was because as human rights deteriorated the societies became more regimented and the investment climate improved," Chomsky said.

"The purpose of US foreign policy in the Third World is not to effect a deterioration in human rights. It just so happens that many of the conditions we would define as an improvement in human rights are not good for US investment abroad," Chomsky declared.

By Laurence Duffy

Current radio technology is "fully capable of transmitting" to potential receivers across the galaxy, Professor of Physics Philip Morrison said Monday night at an LSC lecture entitled "The Search for Extranormal Intelligence." Morrison, who has worked with NASA for several years, said he is confident that the Congress will allocate funds for the new program which would search for extraterrestrial civilizations. Morrison also mentioned that the event should investigate other non-standard frequencies which can monitor a million different radio frequencies simultaneously.

If the funds are granted, scientists will work on the narrow microwave band while others, non-standard frequencies will be investigated at the Ames Research Laboratory, of better radio-noise filtering capability. The strongest radio leakage from Earth, said Morrison, comes from missile guiding systems, television satellite waves are the second strongest source. Morrison pointed out that, in the event of a successful reception of extraterrestrial communications, the mere fact that "we are not alone," would have more in-

Institute Professor Noam Chomsky spoke on US involvement in Iran last Monday in 26-100. (Photo by Douglas Birdwell)

Prof. searches for alien life

Boston's highest form of entertainment costs less than a movie.

It's the Hancock Tower Observatory located 740 feet above the ground, atop the tallest building in New England. From here you can see and feel the total Boston experience.

With 60 miles of breathtaking scenery, SAVAK most fantastic view of Boston there is. Especially at night. Plus you'll see multi-media exhibits like an exciting light and sound show about the Revolution, featuring a 20-foot scale model of Boston in 1775.

The Observatory is open Monday through Saturday from 9am to 11pm and Sundays from noon till 11pm, every day except Thanksgiving and Christmas. Admission is free for students with a college I.D. is only $1.25. You'll find our ticket office on St. James Avenue opposite Copeland Square.

So next time you spend a night on the town, visit Boston's highest spot. It's not only less expensive than a movie, It's live.

John Hancock Observatory
The Best Place to see Boston.
The Holocaust and Allied inaction

By Bob Wasserman

NBC's "The Holocaust", which was shown last week as national television, was almost as popular with the American public as "Roots". This could mean a resurgence of public interest in the Holocaust similar to the stir over genealogies and family histories caused by Alex Haley's "Roots" and the television series on this subject.

"The Holocaust" as a show has been both criticized and defended for historical accuracy and for subject matter in its depiction of the Nazis' genocide of over ten million people. One subject which has only touched on, however, is the role of the Allied powers in the Holocaust. Just how much did the "free" countries of the world help the Jews and others who were being slaughtered in Europe?

The answer, unfortunately, is too little and too late. English and American efforts to rescue Jews during World War II were marked by indifference and procrastination.

The real story of the first mass deportations of Jews in the Holocaust begins at the turn of the twentieth century, when the German Jews tried to escape the pogroms and anti-Semitism in their own countries by emigrating to the New World, to England, or to Palestine.

The British also played their part in denying the Jews a haven by their policy of excluding Jewish immigration as a wartime measure. The consequences of this first immigration quota as result of an union pressure. Later, in the 1920's, the holocaust of the war could not have been made even more, and while there was some economic reason for the union pressure, most of the opposition was sheer stupidity. At any rate, when German Jews were fleeing the Nazis in the 1930's America barred their immigration and only welcomed brilliant scientists who could help build atomic bombs.

The Germans also played their part in denying the Jews a haven by their policies of deporting Jews to the East. After the occupation of Poland and Czechoslovakia the Nazis began the mass murder of the Jews in those areas in ghettos, villages, ghettos, and later at death camps.

No less cruel in Nazi atrocity did not reach the Allies until the summer of 1942, and after this followed a long period of American and British indifference to the desperate situation of the Jews. Henry Morgenthau, Jr., who was then US Secretary of the Treasury, said afterward that the US State Department did practically nothing about the atrocity of the war, and that in fact, "they were told that the occupation of Poland and Czechoslovakia the Nazis began the mass murder of the Jews in those areas in ghettos, villages, ghettos, and later at death camps."

Observing the Nazis atrocity did not reach the Allies until the summer of 1942, and after this followed a long period of American and British indifference to the desperate situation of the Jews. Henry Morgenthau, Jr., who was then US Secretary of the Treasury, said afterward that the US State Department did practically nothing about the atrocity of the war, and that in fact, "they were told that the occupation of Poland and Czechoslovakia the Nazis began the mass murder of the Jews in those areas in ghettos, villages, ghettos, and later at death camps."
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When action by the American and British on behalf of the Jews finally did come, it was often even worse than the earlier failure of inaction.

The Bermuda Refugee Conference, attended by American and British diplomats, was called in 1943 after demonstrations by American Jews. This conference could only declare, however, that "it would be unfair to put nationals who professed the Jewish faith on a different plane from other nationals."

In 1944, the Allies began to take the offensive in the War in Europe. In Hungary the Nazis were retreating from the Allied armies, and the British began to show that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis. The British even refused to allow the Allies to give money to the Axis powers for the ransom of Jews, for fear that it would help the Nazis.

During the War, Americans were led to believe that the Allies were rescuing Jews, and that the Allies were rescuing Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews. The Allies could also have thwarted air raids on German-occupied cities to stop the Nazis from deporting Jews or from deporting Jews.
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Colby got what he deserved

To the Editor:

I attended the LSC lecture by William Colby, I, too, was bothered by the chanting of a group of Iranian students. But I was angered more by the attitude of the audience. William Colby was directed by the CIA. Senate investigations of the Agency uncovered flagrant abuses of its secret status. The CIA has been involved in illegal domestic mail openings for many years; it conducted surveillance of American protesters through Operation CHAOS even though the statute which formed the CIA explicitly disallowed internal security activities.

Alarmed, the CIA has used assassination and torture to further its goals — goals determined by President or by sources within the Agency itself, not by Congress or the American People. The CIA is a major cause for the hatred by many nations fed for us. The Iranians confronted Colby with questions about CIA involvement in numerous countries, and, when he desired such activities, outspoken were upset that these allegations were continued. Covert activities are designed to be hidden; they are successful only if no one ever finds out about them. I don't know if the CIA was involved in the assassinations and coups that the Iranians accused them of, but you can be sure they've been involved in much more than we know of.

The Iranian students were rude; they attempted to drive Colby right to speak, but elite American students of elite American universities attempted to do the same when a school Shuckow wanted to speak about his research in years past. The Iranians were rude because they were angry; their country is dominated by a repressive regime put in place and kept in place by American interest, in general, and CIA, in particular. Iran is terrorized by SAVAK, the Iranian secret police who are trained by the CIA. These students often believe to believe that the CIA was reporting their political activities in the US to SAVAK and that they would be in danger upon returning to Iran. Those students knew that 100,000 of their people were in prison because of their political beliefs. These students were angry.

They called Colby a murderer. Colby supervised Operation PHELIX prior to becoming director of the Agency. Operation PHELIX killed 20,578 (CIA figures) suspected National Liberation Front cadres in South Vietnam. It was not an overt military action; it was a covert activity which killed Vietnamese citizens suspected of being communist freedom fighters.

The majority of the audience got their dollar's worth. They heard Colby speak, they booed at the Iranians, they laughed when Colby put aside protest with a smile comment, they applauded him, and they went home talking about what axes those Iranians were. They never stopped to think that these Iranians knew what they were talking about, they never stopped to be ashamed that their government was carrying on such illegal and immoral acts, they believed Colby's platitudes and misrepresentations without question.

Colby was pleasant to listen to. After all, he was telling how the Agency protects American interests abroad. Most of their operations may be totally benign, he said. But the Agency knows no limits; it has no moral or legal bounds. It has assisted in overthrowing democratic leftist governments in favor of totalitarian governments simple because they were more useful to the United States.

There was no respect for the rights of the citizens of those countries. People who believed in American ideals such as freedom and democracy were imprisoned or killed due to actions of your government and mine.

I got my dollar's worth too. I saw Colby play on the audience’s unfeelingness deal with the Iranians for him. And I hope that what I left the audience with left them to feel that the Tech from people who were angry at the Iranians’ mistreatment of Colby.

Scott Ferguson ’78

A little tolerance can go a long way

To the Editor:

I wish to thank you for printing Brian Lusby’s letter of April 24. I believe that his essay is an excellent example of MIT and its own reactions to it (Ignition, April 21). I hope that his style does not obscure the feelings he expresses therein. As one who has attended MIT for five years now, I can understand the anger of Brian’s and his own reaction.

I realize that what I have suggested here is no easy task. The majority of women here to be warm and friendly. I have found the majority of women here to be warm and accepting people. Also, the fact that a particular woman is not ready for a relationship with you at this time does not mean that she doesn’t care or wouldn’t want to be friends on another level. Some of my dearst friendships have been with women with whom I was in no way sexually involved.

Lastly, try to be aware that others may be experiencing the same feelings and frustrations as yourself. There is always that student or person who looks more lost than yourself. Try citing next to him or her the same word. He is not a “nerd” or “turkey”;

he is just someone who needs a friend.

I realize that what I have suggested is asking a lot, and that changing is very difficult. I realize that most of the people around you may provide rather poor models of behavior to follow. What I am saying is, I have experienced your pain, and I have found constructive alternatives. I hope that you will continue the communication, either with me or with Tech, in the future.

David Anick G

A little tolerance can go a long way
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Iranians threaten photographer

An Open Letter to Those Present at the Iranian Lecture:

I am writing this letter as a reflection upon the events which occurred prior to the Iranian lecture this evening. I was a photographer on assignment for the Tech who night the unpleasant task of recording the events and speakers at this lecture. I say unpleasant; I am assignment for object to abuse. Even worse are the attempts to drive you hesitantly approach a woman, only to have her play you hesitantly approach a woman and denying that she is interested in becoming your friend. He may not be able to admit you, but they are interesting to him. He may not be able to admit that he is interested in becoming your friend. He may not be able to admit that he is interested in becoming your friend.

What I am saying is, I have experienced your pain, and I have found constructive alternatives. In closing, I hope that you will continue the communication, either with me or with Tech, in the future.

David Anick G

April 24, 1978
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Horizon Company dawns over Institute

by David Starr

Another throng of people left the movie and headed down the infinite corridor, where the sound of piano playing was heard. A few curious people decided to investigate further and traced the sound to its source in the Bush Room. Once inside the room they found themselves looking at four luminous murals that appeared to be windows looking out over landscapes of unlymthly worlds. As they gazed, a pianist in the corner created flowing melodies that formed the perfect atmosphere for viewing the murals. The Horizon Company was working its magic again.

The Horizon Company is a presentation developed by Stephen Willard Hannock and Andrew Shannon. Hannock is the creator of the murals, and Shannon composed the electro-symphonic music. Hannock’s murals are the results of years of his experimentation with creating images slightly vague so that the viewer feels that dawn and dusk are “magical times of day that seem to relax people.” He purposely leaves his scenes from this planet’s remote past or distant future. However, Hannock’s most recent work is a view between two cliffs that looks up at a sky with two moons—definitely not an earthly scene. All of the scenes portray a rising or setting sun because the artist feels that dawn and dusk are magical times of day that seem to relax people. He purposely leaves his images slightly vague so that the viewer does not feel confused. The murals take anywhere from one year to eighteen months to complete.

The music, Sonatas in A Minor and Sonatas in D Minor, was composed by Andrew Shannon. Shannon performed both works on various electronic keyboards and recorded the pieces in his studio. Both sonatas proved to be a perfect setting for viewing the murals, the flowing style of the works allowed people to relax and explore the paintings at their own pace. Anyone who attended the exhibit Sunday evening got the chance to hear Shannon perform solo piano improvisations, which were quite good. A common response to the music was to ask when Shannon would be releasing an album of his pieces, but he has no such plans for the immediate future.

The general reaction to the exhibit was overwhelming “Yes! I like it!” This attitude is supported by the fact that over 1000 people attended the display. One reason for this enthusiasm is that the event was entirely student conceived and operated. The exhibit was set up by the Graduate Student Council, with funding provided by the GSC, the UA, and the Council on the Arts. Perhaps more exhibits would be as well attended if the student body had some say in what artworks will be displayed.

Those students who saw the exhibit will be happy to know that the Horizon Company will probably return next year. Those who didn’t see it should not miss it twice.

In accordance with Sections 2 and 4 of the Bylaws of the Corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, on April 6, 1978, ballots for the election of a nominee for membership in the Corporation were sent to alumni(ae) as follows:

1. Undergraduate class receiving a Bachelor’s degree during the current calendar year (1978).
2. Graduate students completing their terminal year of study and receiving an advanced degree during the current calendar year (1978).
3. Those who graduated from the Institute or received a graduate degree during 1977.
4. Those who graduated from the Institute or received a graduate degree during 1976.

If you should have received a ballot but did not, please contact Rosemary Carpenter at (617) 253-8221.

Candidates for nomination are:

J. Alsharim 77
M. A. Brimmall 77 G
M. Clay 78 G
V. J. Franckovicz, Jr. 76 G
G. G. Gammon 78

A. M. Goldberg 78 G
B. Hughes 77
R. Jacobson 78
V. K. Singhal 76 G
R. A. Wasson 76 G

THE BALLOT MUST BE RETURNED TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BY MAY 12, 1978.

Laurence Storch ’71
Chairman, Corporation Screening Committee

2702 Adams Mill Road, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20069
AROUND MIT

The Men. Fri., April 28, 9-11pm. Performers and refreshments in a relaxed atmosphere in the Mezzanine Lounge. Though Open House, an opportunity for the public to see what goes on at MIT. There will be instability, demonstrations, guided tours and exhibits. Sat., April 29, noon-1pm all over campus.

You Can't Take It With You, the light-hearted comedy, will be presented by the MIT Dramashop Fri. & Sat., May 5 & 6 at 8pm. Mon., May 11-13 at 8pm in Keene Little Theatre. All tickets $2.50, for reservations, call x4-7200, in sale on Lobby 10, 12-2pm each day.

Liederkranz, a vocal quartet, will perform Sun., April 30, 7pm in Kresge Auditorium: free. Program includes Schubert, Brahms, and Rachmaninoff.

Raha Firing, a demonstration of the ancient Japanese glazing process, Sat., April 29, all day on Kendall Square, call x3-1519.

Gyorgy Kepes. The MIT Years 1945-77, sponsored by the Committee on the Visual Behind School of Management, Sun., April 30, 2pm in the Sala de Punt, Cambridge St., 50¢; call x3-8474.

AT THE MOVIES

The Onion special screening of Rocky, the black comedy centering on mid-life crisis, at the Caravan Theatre, 1555 Cambridge St., Harvard Sq. Call 868-8658 or 3916 for info.

You Never Looked So Good

You Never Looked So Good

Male, shy mathematical genius in his twenties, would like to settle down like everyone else, so takes a job at the Pizza Oven (truck speech: "I'll never forget the smell of fresh crust")

You Never Looked So Good

by Louis Nowrooki


"It ain't a buncha letters like any other union. It's flat. First goin' license. That's what we're shoutin' Johnny Kovak (Sylvester Stallone) at one of the first rallies for F.I.S.T., the Federation of International Teamsters. The movie opens in 1937 and depicts conflict between blue-collar workers and their bosses and the difficulties encountered in managing a fledgling union. Kovak is a disgruntled factory worker who lives with his mother in a Cleveland ghetto. He joins F.I.S.T. hoping that the union will bring better pay and working conditions to his fellow workers. Though his work, he is elected to higher and higher positions of power in the union.

Early in the film he meets Anna Zeimkin (Melinda Dillon), whom he later marries. Anna works in a factory as a seamstress. She is very shy and seems always on the verge of breaking down, a character remarkably similar to that played by Talia Shire in Rocky.

Abel Belkin (David Huffman), Kovak's close friend lends F.I.S.T. with Kovak, sharing the same goals for the union. But slowly they drift apart in their thinking. Kovak organizes a strike against one particularly invidious company ominously called Consolidated. In the ensuing clash between union and anti-union labor, Kovak realizes that F.I.S.T. is not a powerful enough force by itself. He enlists the help of a friend of his who has ties with organized crime. With that, despite Abe's warnings that this would result in trouble with the law, F.I.S.T. wins its demands from Consolidated, with little help from some murders and bombings.

The second half of the film has a much different mood from the first half. Suddenly "Rocky Robbin" is heard and with this transition, it's now the late 1950's. F.I.S.T. is now a giant union and Kovack becomes the president. With this, things start to head downhill. A congressional hearing is held to determine what part organized crime has in F.I.S.T. Kovak demands an 8 percent cost-of-living increase for the union workers and gets it at a time when inflation is only 5 percent. Kovak and Abe begin to grow apart.

The film in general is quite enjoyable. It seems to change its course in midstream, though. The first half has many humorous moments (much like a Rocky film), while the second half, with its emphasis on greed and corruption, is more grim.

In F.I.S.T. Stallone has a chance to do more dramatic acting than he did in Rocky. Dillon, however, seems to rarely be on the screen. Incredibly Anna never offers an opinion about her husband's latest venture with F.I.S.T. Does she really know what's going on? Her character needs to be made more complete.

The scenes of the 30's and 50's catch the zeitgeist, with the spirit of the times well done. F.I.S.T. is quite suspenseful and emotional, in spite of its shortcomings.

Union leaders (left to right) Mike Monahan (Richard Herd), Johnny Kovak (Sylvester Stallone) and Abe Belkin (David Huffman) exhort their men to strike.

F.I.S.T. doesn't pack the punch of Rocky.
I read Carol Eisenberg, Commit-tee on Academic Performance Chairman Grayson and others.

Grading policy is the major is-sue Newman stated. He asked those present at the meeting to talk with other students to deter-mine the general sentiment towards the Ad Hoc Com-mittees grading recommen-dations. Jonathan Hakala did dis-cuss the committee’s recommen-dations. Hakala concluded, “the grading committee never really studies the possible effects of their proposal. The real issue should be how to improve our education — the goal should be effective counseling by all ad-visers, effective teaching by all faculty and exceptional per-formance by all students.”

Hakala asked the GA to re-quest that “all faculty meetings which discuss policy affecting stu-dents be open to all students. Reports must be in the library or published in the campus press at least one week before they may be discussed or voted upon at a faculty meeting. Policies affect-ing students include, but are not limited to, changes in the academic calendar, grading policy, tuition, room, and board fees and com-puter time.”

Newman also said that the GA might be able to get the Student Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP) to computerize their course evaluation procedure. This would enable SCEP to reduce the tabulation time for course evalua-tions from six months to two weeks.” This would help SCEP, said Newman, “to make a more meaningful course evaluation.”

Newman wants the GA to play an active role in coordinating social events on campus. The GA is taking over the Lobby 7 bulletin board transforming it into an intimate calendar to announce social events, meetings of student groups, meetings of Institute committees and other relevant ac-tivities. “Getting information out to students should be one of the main functions of GA,” asserted Newman.

The UA social budget, Newman revealed, will be spent on “small events that can mix faculty and students” or large events that do not out large factions of the student body. Newman maintains that campus “people are being excluded from undergraduate activities.” Several committees were es-

Mountaineering 4.1

Mountaineering is a skill of timing as well as technique. The wrong moment, like the wrong method, mars the gap between amateur and aficionado. The key to successful mountaineer-ing is to choose the occasion wisely and well. When, then, it is appropriate to slowly climb the smooth, refreshing mountains of Bush? Now?

Celebrations, of course, are both expected and excellent opportunities to test your mountaineering mettle. Indeed, on major holidays it is virtually mandatory to do so. Imagine gathering in the final New Year or commencing Calvin’s college birthday in the smooth, refreshing mountains of Bush! How?

Small vocations like seeing papers passed, papers read, or classes attended are equally acceptable. Remember the mountain-er’s motto: malnourishment is celebration. Interpersonal relation-ship is thus also another pleasurable thing to do. You have the risk of being labeled cheap shots are to be ignored.

Mountaineering is considered

pleasures of mountaineering run the risk of being labeled social climbers, run the risk of being labeled cheap shots are to be ignored.

Mountaineering is considered

improper during judicial proceed-ings and just plain foolish while crop dusting around power lines. Otherwise, as the hot-headed of the sixties used to say, “Seize the time!”
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BU exposure loses court battle

By Jordana Hollander

The BU exposure's application for preliminary relief in its suit against Boston University was denied Wednesday, April 19, by Judge Alan J. Diamond of the Suffolk Superior Court.

The newspaper requested that the court force BU to release funds it had allocated to the exposure but had frozen. The judge said that it was not within the court's jurisdiction to intervene in a policy dispute. The court also found that the paper could not prove that irreparable harm would follow if the funds were not released.

exposure staff member Steve Kohn said that staff was "somewhat disappointed but not shocked" by the court's decision. According to Kohn, the paper's attorney Michael Posner had warned them that preliminary relief was rarely granted unless the evidence that irreparable harm would be caused was very strong or the case clearly supported the plaintiff.

In a statement released by Wesley Christiansen of the BU Public Relations Department, he said, "This should put to rest a political journal, and it does not adhere to practices that serious journalists cherish and employ as part of their craft." Kohn responded by calling the statement another example of the lies and distortions made by the BU administration.

According to Kohn, the exposure will continue publishing while waiting for their suit to be brought to trial. In the meanwhile they will support the paper through fund-raising activities, benefits, subscriptions and advertising.

Institute Professor Philip Morrison spoke to a capacity crowd on "The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence" last Monday in Room 10-250. (Photo by Gordon Haff)

MIT Prof searches for life

(MIT) "I think that the search for extraterrestrial intelligence might be the most important scientific undertaking of the 21st century." Institute Professor Philip Morrison spoke to a capacity crowd on "The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence" last Monday in Room 10-250. (Photo by Gordon Haff)

Kohn called this statement "enormous" and added that the suit had been denied only in a preliminary hearing, in which the two attorneys presented their case briefly and without any testimony being used. Kohn said that the exposure would now take their suit to a civil court and expected it would take about a year before the case went to trial.

At the end of his statement, Christiansen said that the exposure was not a newspaper but a political journal, and it does not adhere to practices that serious journalists cherish and employ as part of their craft." Kohn responded by calling the statement another example of the lies and distortions made by the BU administration.

According to Kohn, the exposure will continue publishing while waiting for their suit to be brought to trial. In the meanwhile they will support the paper through fund-raising activities, benefits, subscriptions and advertising.

The last thing you need is Life Insurance, right? Wrong!

The fact is, just about everyone needs life insurance. And the older you get the more you need it...and the more it costs. So if you think you're too young to worry about life insurance, think again. If you buy life insurance now, while you're starting out, you can save throughout your life. And with SBLI BANK LIFE INSURANCE you save—because of your age and because SBLI is low-cost life insurance. For more savings BANK LIFE INSURANCE you save—because of your age and because SBLI is low-cost life insurance.

We need a few hard workers.

Interviews — Sunday, April 30

Time — 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:30

Place — 10-280

Make $2500 This Summer

Looking for a Good Summer?

Act Now!

SBLI
The insurance

A Better Way
of Life

Cambridgeport Savings Bank

$10,000 TEN YEAR MODIFIED LIFE* Age/Natural Annual Premiums/Amortized Net Annual
Premiums Paid/10 Years**

16 320.00 310.96
17 240.00 234.94
18 240.40 235.76
19 240.80 236.56
20 252.20 237.34
21 256.00 238.10
22 259.80 238.86
23 263.60 239.60
24 267.40 240.34
25 271.20 241.07
26 275.00 241.78
27 278.80 242.48
28 282.60 243.18
29 286.40 243.86
30 290.20 244.52
31 294.00 245.17
32 297.80 245.80
33 301.60 246.42
34 305.40 247.03
35 309.00 247.63
36 312.80 248.21
37 316.60 248.78
38 320.40 249.33
39 324.00 249.86
40 327.60 249.38
41 331.20 249.86
42 334.80 249.33
43 338.40 248.78
44 341.60 248.21
45 344.80 247.63
46 348.00 247.03
47 351.20 246.42
48 354.00 245.80
49 356.80 245.17
50 360.00 244.52
sailors return with a second

by Ed Marcus

Eight MIT sailors represented the men's sailing team at this year's Kennedy Cup held at Annapolis, Maryland. Held in the Naval Academy's forty-four-foot yacht rigged yachts, the Kennedy Cup is the national intercollegiate big boat championship. Eric Greene '79, an experienced offshore yachtsman, skippered the MIT boat throughout the three day competition to lead MIT to an overall second for the series.

The first two days of racing were very close as several of the top crews from around the nation maneuvered their boats around the short race courses. Despite the second day's high winds, MIT's top crews from around the nation improved this weekend as well in the gusty conditions and crew Steve Dalton '81 did standings. Skipper John York '80 and crew Hoon Won '81 came back with strong final start in A-Division, Dave Kuller '81 recovered in rest-rooms minus the $25 was stolen in Building 20B. Both handbags were later recovered in rest-rooms minus the cash. The women sailors showed improvement this weekend as they placed fifth in the Sloop Shrew Trophy. Sailing at Harvard in both the Interclub Dinghies and Lark slopes, the women encountered unpredictable winds. Skipper Sally Mastro '78 and crew Marianne Salomone '79 teamed up for fourth place in A-Division while B-Division skipper Audrey Greshenfeld '79 and crew members Alan Connors '78 and Barbara Biber '79 placed sixth in the division.

The foremost sailors, competing at home in an MIT invitational, encountered the same unsettling conditions as those experienced downriver at the Friis Trophy. A Saturday's end, MIT stood in sixth place. A-Division skipper Lenny Delbert '79 and crew Hoon Won '81 returned with some good finishes on Sunday to take fourth place in their division and give MIT third place in the final standings. Skipper John York '80 and crew Steve Dalton '81 did well in the gusty conditions and took a fourth place in B-Division.

The women sailors showed improvement this weekend as they placed fifth in the Sloop Shrew Trophy. Sailing at Harvard in both the Interclub Dinghies and Lark slopes, the women encountered unpredictable winds. Skipper Sally Mastro '78 and crew Marianne Salomone '79 teamed up for fourth place in A-Division while B-Division skipper Audrey Greshenfeld '79 and crew members Alan Connors '78 and Barbara Biber '79 placed sixth in the division.
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Batsmen are Suffolk-ated, 4-2

By Tony Curtis

Despite an eight-hit attack and errorless fielding, the varsity baseball team fell to Suffolk, 4-2, Thursday on Briggs Field. Once again, the team won the battle of statistics but lost the game.

MIT outhit Suffolk, 15-6, and outfielded Suffolk, no errors to two errors. Pitching made the difference, however. While both MIT's Carl Nowiszewski '81 and Suffolk's Gary Donovan pitched equally well on average, Nowiszewski was more erratic. In the first inning, two wild pitches by Nowiszewski and a hit batter allowed Suffolk to score two runs without getting a hit. Several walks in the third inning led to Suffolk's third run on a blooper single to centerfield. Suffolk scored its final run in the fourth, following two singles. George Noll '81 scored MIT's first run in the second thanks to Suffolk fielding and hitting.

Jeff Felton, All-British honoree, authored a Suffolk pitch that went up and in Saturday, giving Suffolk a 1-0 hit. Felton scored on a wild pitch.

Jeff Felton '78 scored MIT's other run in the fifth. Nowiszewski smacked the single which scored Felton.

MIT's next game will be played Saturday at 2 pm when the Beavers host Bates on Briggs Field.

Squash first time
B-League

By Norm Sheppard

Editors note: Marc Leech '78 is a member of the varsity squash team.

The MIT varsity squash team recently won the Massachusetts Squash Racquets Association B-League championship for the first time in the team's history. The team, comprised of ten players, defeated throughout the year. The top five varsity players, ranked first in regular season play, then convincingly won both playoff rounds to take the title.

The balanced strength of the team that made it the state title in the league this year was evident in the last three matches of the year, and often swept unopposed.

The squash team this season included Marc Leech, Gary Donovan, Jim Burns, and Ken Burns, all of whom provided the incentive, keeping them hungry for victory.

Wanting to play competitive squash on a daily basis, three of the players, Marc Leech, Gary Donovan, and Kevin Burns, all had winning years.

For the seniors on the team, Leech, Burns, and Nowiszewski, winning the state title was a rewarding way to end their squash careers at MIT.

The MIT varsity squash team was a rewarding way to end their last year's team. Squash is truly a game where the individual and that stands for a central role in the varsity squash team.
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**Crew on an upswing**

By Jim Van Dusen

MIT’s women’s crew program has been growing very rapidly, both in participation by students, and through an increase in quality of facilities and equipment.

Established as a varsity sport in 1973, the women’s team has since fielded consistently better and larger teams. Now that MIT competes against the men’s teams, their performances are being tested to the limit.

The varsity boat, composed of coxswain Carolyn-Cook, 1; Captian Mary Zawacki ’78, 2; Laura MacGlinnate ’80, 3; Susan Temple ’80, 4; Liz Fisher ’80, 5; Diane Medved ’80, 6; Cindy Cole ’79; stroke, Joan Witten; and three women in the second boat who are just barely out of the first boat. This year’s squad, has the depth of a larger team. Novice coach Doug Looze attributes this success to the more consistent performers from last year’s approximately 30

The effort by the varsity is far better than records show, as MIT competes largely against crews that are larger than itself.

“Generally, other schools’ crews outweigh ours by some 10-15 pounds per oarswoman,” claims coach John Miller ’74 a former MIT heavyweight. “Women’s rowing has not grown to the point where schools can afford to race both heavyweight and lightweight crews as most do in men’s rowing, so our crews end up racing really tough, heavy crews. They’re still done really well.”

The depth of the varsity and junior varsity squads show up in the race of the second boat. Competitions coming close as one second or less have generally gone against this boat. But, “close race also indicate that the crew is competitive,” according to Miller. “The JV boat has been getting tougher with each race. They are doing extremely well with a 2-5 record, for they are incredibly outdistanced.”

The track team was bolstered this year by 13 of the more consistent performers from last year’s approximately 30 novices. Last year’s novices were beating many JV crews, and finished with an impressive 7-2 record.

The novice team this year, while not nearly as large in number as last year’s, has been a larger team. Novice coach Doug Leesenn ’74, also a former MIT heavyweight, has had to make some hard choices in picking each rower to send up in the boats. “There are five or six women in the second boat who are just barely out of the first boat. This depth is shown by the second novices’ 4-1-2 record,” said Leesenn.

Leesenn was called by his first crew, the boat 2, Wizzy Markham, 3; Sandy MacCueley, 4; and captain, Faith Alexandre, 5; Chris Taylor, 6; Adra Smith, 7. Stroke, Susan Flint; and coxswain Carolyn-Cook.

This year the varsity will race realistic, Boston University and Northeastern, Saturday. Miller and Leesenn know that their crews although once again outdistanced, will be in there fighting.

**Track eases deficit to inch by WPI 79-75**

By David Wilson

(Editors’ note: Opinion is that of the assistant track coach)

Boston Polytechnic Institute, field events and the crucial mile relay, to mit. The win was the sixth straight against WPI, and extended this year’s record proves it– the team’s record of 3-2-1–against WPI, 79-75.

Outstanding performances were given by Jim Turlo ’80, and Rick Okine ’77, each scoring 13 points. Turlo, a member of the track team, was second in the mile, only 8/10s behind WPI’s winner. Okine dominated the 1200 yard high hurdles, running 1:52.2 and placing second in the mile, to contribute 30 points in the 100 and 220 hurdles, with times of 10.7 and 22.6 seconds. He also took second in the hurdles at 15.3 seconds.

Other wins were scored by Steve Stiferen ’77, 400 meters (second in the 800); Fred Beretta, ’79 in the 440; Captains John D’Silica ’78 in the 880, and John Wozniak ’79 in the high jump. Turlo and Okine in the hurdles, Stiferen in the hummer and discus, and Dwayne Monson ’81 in the javelin. Turlo has the best outdoor height in New England Championships. He is just getting back to speed after a winter layoff and could upset the favorites.

Everyone is welcome to come and spectate. Field events and track begin at 10:45 and go on all day. Running finals begin around noon.

Lenny Nasser’s ’80 fine completion of the mile is a win in the mile. Every point counted.

Sunday, the Greater Boston Collegiate track championships will be held at MIT, and at 1:30 the new St. John’s Stadium will be dedicated. Many outstanding competitors are anticipated. Top prospect from MIT are Turlo and von Borstel in the high jump, and Okine in the hurdles, Stiferen in the hummer and discus, Dwayne Monson ‘81 in the javelin. Turlo has the best outdoor height in New England Championships. He is just getting back to speed after a winter layoff and could upset the favorites.

Everyone is welcome to come and spectate. Field events and track begin at 10:45 and go on all day. Running finals begin around noon.

**Track preview**

**MIT hosts GB track meet**

By Tom Curtis

This Sunday, the Greater Boston College Athletic Association Track and Field Championships will be held at MIT in the new St. John’s Stadium.

This will be the biggest sporting event at MIT in years, to make this even more of a special occasion, St. John’s Stadium will be officially dedicated at 1:30pm before the finals.

The field for the meet includes four NCAA Division I teams, Boston College, Boston University, Harvard, and Northeastern, and three NCAA Division III teams, Brandeis, Tufts, and host MIT.

The MIT track team will post the second-best record of any team in the New England Championships to the present.

The meet will be held at MIT in the new St. John’s Stadium, with fields and stands, and 1200-yard hurdles led to the victory. In a three-man event, the beginning of the season, MIT beat Bates and lost to UNH.

In the Greater Bostons, MIT’s best chance for points are in the event, the expected-order of finish is, Northeastern; Harvard; BC; BU; Brandeis; MIT; and Tufts. While Brandeis is not superior to MIT overall, the Judges should finish higher in the Greater Bostons because of their greater number of outstanding performers.

The teams to watch in the running events are Northeastern, BC, BU; Brandeis, and Tufts. In the field events, watch Northeastern, Harvard, and MIT. The best events to watch will be the high jump and 100- and 200-meter dashes. Five of the teams say they have strong contenders in these events.

Unlike most MIT sporting events, which are free, the Greater Bostons will have an admission fee of $1.00 with student ID. The day’s activities will begin at 10:45am. The finals will after the dedication ceremonies and end about 4:15pm.

**NEW ENGLAND WOMEN’S SERVICE**

A QUALITY, LICENSED MEDICAL FACILITY
ABORTION, BIRTH CONTROL, GYNECOLOGY, FREE PREGNANCY TESTING & REFERRALS
HOURS: MON-FRI 9-9; SAT 9-5
338-1370
1031 BEACON STREET, BROOKLINE

Service, not service charges.

Good service isn’t anything you have to pay for.

So when you buy car, apartment, or any insurance from us, there’s no service charge tacked on.

And we’ll only sell you what you need.

W.T. Phelan & Co.

Insurance Agency Inc.
11 Davenport St., Harvard Square near the H. & W. Center.
1-800-862-8888

M.I.T. Dramashop

"YOU CAN’T TAKE IT WITH YOU" by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart

directed by JOSEPH D. EVERSINGHAM

set by WILLIAM FREGOSI

costumes by CECILIA ELER

lighting by GUY ARNOS

Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium, M.I.T.
Fri. & Sat, May 5th & 6th; Thu, Fri & Sat, May 11, 12, 13 at 8 PM
All seats $2.50 Reservations: 253-4720

**Sports page**